NEXT GAN MEMBERSHIP

GAN is offering a new category of membership. NextGAN will be cohort-based and will introduce young professionals, entrepreneurs and business leaders to angel investing through peer-to-peer workshops and attendance at GAN investor meetings.

NextGAN is ideal for individuals that consider themselves:

- **Career Professionals in industries such as finance, engineering, law, and next generation of high net worth families**

- **Early stage investor with aspirational goal to become angel investor**

- **Looking for opportunities to gain insights for career advancements**

- **Interest in investing in and leading change to improve areas of sustainability, health, transformation, B2B, and other innovations**

- **Business owners/entrepreneurs with pitch potential or operating scaled business**
NEXTGAN MEMBERSHIP

BENEFITS

- Attendance at, and participation in, 3 GAN investment meetings.
- Exclusive access and special discounts to GAN events.
- Build knowledge around what it takes to be an Angel Investor.
- Custom workshops to enhance your investor skills.
- Access to curated global up and coming start up opportunities.
- Networking opportunities within the community of business owners, entrepreneurs and community leaders.
ABOUT US

GAN’s role is to serve as a catalyst for economic development, facilitating deal flow between accredited investors and high-quality investee opportunities as well as providing investor and investee education services.

When you invest in a startup, a ripple effect happens. Jobs are created, local economies are strengthened, families are supported, dreams are realized, and technology advances into the future. With an angel investment, everyone involved wins.

Since 2012, our members have invested over $25 million in over 75 companies, through initial financings as well as follow-on rounds of financings.
GAN members focus on investing in transformational opportunities in very large addressable markets. A strong founder team have applied technology to create a product or service that has a compelling fit and significant value proposition for customers. We typically apply seven criteria when selecting opportunities to present to GAN:

- ✔ Team (passionate, adaptable)
- ✔ Terrain (large addressable market)
- ✔ Technology (product quality and IP)
- ✔ Traction (evidence of customers buying)
- ✔ Terms (appropriate investment terms)
- ✔ Timing (scale-up plans to reach size)
- ✔ Target area for GAN

Currently GAN is targeting opportunities across a number of sectors, including health care (services, delivery and treatment management), climate and decarbonization technologies, and software solutions for B2B processes and education delivery. GAN is an active supporter of female founders.
GAN will host peer-to-peer educational workshops throughout the year for NextGAN members to increase their knowledge of angel investing.

November 30th, Investor Meeting
January 17th - 20th, GAN Winter Summit
April 25, 2024 - Master Class, Angel Investing
September 2024, Reignite Conference
October 2024, Xcelerate Summit
Our biggest event of the year is the GAN Angel Investing Winter Summit each January.

We invite you to save the dates January 17, 18 and 19, 2024!

Check out what we did in past years.

- 25+ SPEAKERS
- 25+ WORKSHOPS
- 99 ATTENDEES
Meet unique founders seeking angel investment to grow their businesses and participate with GAN Angel Investors as they evaluate the opportunities. NextGAN members gain exposure to the next generation of businesses and the incredible technology advances of tomorrow.

NextGAN Membership fee is $400 plus HST

Enroll by November 30th, 2023 to join our first cohort.

Your NextGAN membership will be active November 30th to November 30st, 2024.

Join now!
“As a corporate member we have exclusive access to what is happening in the community. We get to see the early stage companies pitch. We get to see angels in action with their classy version of “Dragon’s Den” questioning. We get to introduce potential angels to the network and attend information sessions, conferences and other great networking events. Managing Director Michael Badham runs a very professional operation that has the respect of other angel groups and venture capitalists across Canada.”

- Stuart Morley MBA, President, Morley Consulting

“GAN has provided me with great experiences through the ecosystem they provide. Participating in meetings, networking and working with creative and intelligent members has expanded my views on how I look at opportunities and sharing my expertise during critical conversations.”

- Penny Stayropoulos, CFA, CIM, TEP, CFP, FMA
  President and Founder
  PB Total Wealth Advisory and Consulting Corporation
THANK YOU